The Adventures of Super Danny and Bat-Bee Study Game
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The Adventures of Super Danny and Bat-Bee Study Game
To prepare the game:

1. Gather supplies: scissors; crayons or colored pencils in red, yellow, and blue; clear tape or
glue; cardstock (optional); contact paper (optional).
2. Cut out the dice below following the thicker black lines. Fold along the black lines, keeping
the numbers to the outside. Place glue on the gray sections or secure the edges with tape to
create a dice that can roll. Print on heavy paper or cardstock to make a sturdier dice (optional).
3. Cut out the game pieces below. Glue or tape them to a piece of cardboard, or print them onto
heavy paper or cardstock. To make the game pieces stand up, interlock the top piece to the
base by connecting the slits like an X. Place the game pieces at The Yard on the game board.
4. Using crayons, color the back sides of the question card sheets. The red cards are True or
False, the yellow cards are Comprehension Questions, and the blue cards are Just For Fun.
Then, cut them out and stack the cards into three piles according to color. Laminate cards with
clear contact paper to make longer-lasting cards (optional).
5. Color the game board squares.

To play the game:
1. This game is for two players. The object is to be the first player to reach Home.
2. The youngest player goes first. Play alternates between the two players throughout the game.
3. Beginning at The Yard on the game board, the first player rolls the dice and moves their game
piece the rolled number of spaces. If the player lands on a colored space, the other player reads
them a question from one of the matching colored cards. The player must answer a question
correctly in order to stay on that space. If the player answers incorrectly, they must go back to their
previous spot on the game board and the second player takes their turn.
4. During play, watch out for Move spaces. Each one will ask the player to move forward or back
spaces before answering the question.
5. Play continues until a player travels the entire adventure and makes it Home.
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Color the back of this section of paper red. Then, cut along the dotted lines to make the red cards.

true or false

true or false

true or false

Danny and Bee saw a snake
when they were walking
home.

Danny saw
three blue eggs
in the nest on the deck.

Danny puts on a red cape,
red socks, and a black belt to
become Super Danny.

true or false

true or false

true or false

Bee gets stuck
in the hole
with the groundhog.

Bee takes
too long to make
his checkers move.

Bee carefully puts the egg on
a little red pillow and brings
it back to the nest.

Color the back of this section of paper yellow. Then, cut along the dotted lines to make the yellow cards.

What game are Danny and
Bee playing in the grass?
checkers

Where did Danny and Bee
find the speckled egg nest?
In the pine trees
across the yard.

What did Bee put on to become Bat-Bee?
a black cape, a yellow belt,
and a mask made of black
duct tape

Why did Danny send Bee down
into the groundhog’s hole?
Because he thought the groundhog
was stuck and Bee was small
enough to fit into the hole to check.

Why did Danny and Bee want How did Danny know that the
to save the kitty cat?
speckled egg had not fallen
from the tall, tall trees?
They thought it was going
to get stuck on a limb up
Because the egg was not
high in the tree.
cracked.

Color the back of this section of paper blue. Then, cut along the dotted lines to make the blue cards.

Can you sing Super Danny
and Bat-Bee’s Celebration
Song?
Hip hip hooray! Hip hip hooray!
Danny and Bee have saved the day!

Name a type of bird that lays
blue eggs.
American Robin, House
Finch, Starling, or Bluebird

Can you name a type of dog
that begins with the letter D?
Dalmation, Dachshund, or
Doberman Pinscher

What colors are Super
Danny’s goggles?
red and black

What color are the checkers
in a traditional game of
checkers?
black and red
Why do you think that cats
climb trees?
Cats like to nap in trees
and sometimes chase other
animals up into trees.
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The Adventures of Super Danny and Bat-Bee Comprehension Questions
Here is a list of questions to check comprehension and understanding of the story, divided into
chapter sections. There are several ways to use these questions and you can pick what works best
for you and your child:
•

Discuss and answer the questions together

•

Act out what is happening in the story

•

Use finger puppets or stuffed animals to retell the story or answer the questions

•

Pick your favorite five questions and write out the answers in complete sentences on another
sheet of paper or on the back of this paper

•

Create your own cards for the Study Game using some of these questions and answers

The Cat
1. What game are Danny and Bee playing?
2. Why do Danny and Bee quickly run into the house?
3. On page 15, Danny sings a celebration song. Why is he celebrating?
4. Look at the picture of Danny and Bee on page 7. Why do you think Danny helps Bee move the
checker piece?
5. Did Danny and Bee really rescue the cat? Explain.
The Groundhog
6. Why does Danny tell Bee to go down into the groundhog’s hole?
7. What happens to Bee?
8. Danny claims that the groundhog is stuck in the hole. Why do you think the groundhog is in the
hole?
9. On page 27, Danny sings a celebration song. Why is he celebrating?
10. Did Danny and Bee really help the groundhog? Explain.
The Little Speckled Egg
11. On page 29, Danny finds a little speckled egg in the grass. What does he tell Bee that they should
do?
12. Where does Danny find a nest with little blue eggs? Where does he find the nest with speckled
eggs?
13. Why did Bee walk slowly with the egg? Why did they place it carefully in the nest?
14. On page 39, Danny sings a celebration song. Why is he celebrating?
15. Did Danny and Bee really help the speckled egg? Explain.
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